
Indian� Cuisin� Men�
3, Beach Road, Gwynedd, United Kingdom

+441341250891 - http://www.indianacuisinewales.uk

A comprehensive menu of Indiana Cuisine from Gwynedd covering all 17 courses and drinks can be found here
on the card. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on

the website. What User likes about Indiana Cuisine:
simply made a delicious Friday night distance from indiana fairbourne. very pleased that this place remained
open through the winter, as many places close to the winter months in this opposite. we had a chicken dish

(jalferazi) and three very tasty veg dishes:-Chilli slice cleaner banarsi gobi aloochana masala all dishes had a
beautiful, well balanced deep of heat, seasoned and taste. also had the excellent crispy ga... read more. The

restaurant and its rooms are wheelchair accessible and thus reachable with a wheelchair or physiological
disabilities, Depending on the weather conditions, you can also sit outside and be served. What Dawber95

doesn't like about Indiana Cuisine:
I rarely write reviews but I felt like I should on this occasion as I am unsure how this Indian has such high

reviews. The food here was so bizarre, the onion bahjis were a bag of scraps, the masala was watery and the
chicken slimy and the Peshwari naan bread was sticky and almost like a pancake in texture. I really had high
hopes after reading the reviews and with the menu prices I hoped for great quality food. Sadl... read more.

Indiana Cuisine The brilliant Asian fusion cuisine will thrill you, the perfect balance of familiar flavors and exciting
new creations will amaze!, At the bar, you can unwind with a freshly tapped beer or other alcoholic and non-

alcoholic drinks. Customers also value the use of traditional Indian spices, on the daily specials there are also a
lot of Asian meals.
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Sid� dishe�
NAN

Indische� Na� un� Bro�
GARLIC NAN

M�ica� dishe�
CHILLI

Drink�
DRINKS

Condiment� an� Sauce�
CURRY

Restauran� Categor�
VEGETARIAN

VEGAN

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
FISH

LAMB

Ingredient� Use�
GARLIC

CHICKEN

PRAWNS

India�
GARLIC NAAN

NAAN

CHAI TEA MIXTURE

BIRYANI

MASALA
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